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SHORT CV OF THE SUPERVISOR 
 
Assistant professor at Universidade Nova de Lisboa, composer and performer of acousmatic music, Isabel Pires 
has a PhD in “Esthétique, Sciences et Technologies des Arts - Spécialité Musique” from Paris VIII University, and 
a DEA (Degree of deep Studies) on “Arts de la Scène et du Spectacle – Option Musique” from the same University. 
She is a CESEMs researcher, coordinator of the “Musical Arts: Music and Technology” Master degree, and director 
of LIM (Laboratory of Computer Music), she  was coordinator of the CESEM’s Contemporary Music Research 
Group until March 2021. Her work focuses on the study of contemporary music on its diversity and complexity, 
including Genre-bending and performing experimental music. Additionally she develops research and projects on 
contemporary music preservation, including musical collections digitizing, documenting and archiving, but also on 
computer music, music analysis, composition and collaborative practices. As composer, her works include 
instrumental music, acousmatic music, instrumental and mixed-media music, and has been presented mainly in 
Europe. Having directed many Master and PhD dissertations, he has also organized some relevant International 
Conferences and meetings, as well as participated in several other international scientific conferences; she 
produced a significant number of publications, mainly on international, concerning music analysis and assets study 
and preservation. Moreover she participated on research projects related to digitized musical collections.  

CV: https://www.cienciavitae.pt/portal/A91D-362E-1F64 
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PROJECT TITLE AND SHORT DESCRIPTION 
 

Contemporary music between theory and practice 
 
The actual context of contemporary music studies is a field that, in the actual globalized and hyper-connected 
society, requests for new approaches. The nowadays closest relationship between theory and practice, creation 
and performance, music from the recent past and from the present, between “classical” and “pop” music, between 
traditional means and technological ones are field that needs to be rethought in conceptual and methodological 
terms. 
So, we propose to study today’s music in between theory and practice in the sense of collaboration between the 
thinking and the making. We propose to consider, alongside with a theoretical reflection, a set of experimental 
practices, based on innovative qualitative to quantitative methodologies, capable of bringing a new vision on the 
actual musical creativity, where the present puts in perspective with the recent past. 
Since it is not doable to cover all contemporary music domains, in this project we propose to focus the study on 
three specific fields: 

1) The relationship between the musical act and the public. By musical act, we mean the moment of the 
musical event and its reception by the public, whether it's a concert, an installation, an improvisation, or 
something in between; 

2) The collaborative musical creation and the cultural and social context in our globalized and hyper-
connected world. Including notated or improvised music, regardless of the musical genre concerned; 

3) New technological means, digital instruments and networked music performance, and its consequences 
on creativity, music making collaborative processes, performance and the public reception. 

4) Contemporary music genres hybridisation, linguistic and cultural identity. 
 
SCIENTIFIC AREA WHERE THE PROJECT FITS BEST* 
 
Social Sciences and Humanities (SOC) 

 
 

 


